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The Editor’s WWW
(What, Why, and Who)
Become A Boy To Become A Man
As the search began for this issue’s cover page,
it became very clear that the world is confused with the
phraseology “Manly Purity”. The combination of these
two words provokes the world to deliver strange
depictions: a man holding a puppy, doves flying
through the air, soap suds, shaving cream, and yes,
men holding cleaning supplies. At first, the reaction to
these illustrations was one of irritation because the
“perfect” cover page was not being discovered.
However, as time went on, something became clear: it
is not the world’s responsibility nor in it’s
understanding to depict “Manly Purity”; rather, such is
only found in the gospel and through those men who
have obeyed it and are carrying it out in their lives.
Since true manliness is submitting to the will
of God (cf. 1 Kgs 2:2-3), purity is an essential element
of what makes a guy “manly”. Jesus could not have
been more clear when he said, “Except ye be converted,

and become as little children, ye shall not enter into
the kingdom of heaven” (Matt 18:3). It is the
responsibility of every man, to become as a boy in order
to have the kingdom of heaven as his home.
Characteristics of boys include teachability,
humility, moldability, and of course purity. Boys are
uninterested in lustful women, have no concern for
being pompous, and could care less about the brand
and price of a suit. Their minds are pure and it is for
this cause, that Jesus says of children: “for of such is
the kingdom of heaven” (Matt 19:14).
Let us look to the gospel to be transformed (cf.
Rom 12:2) into little boys in the way in which we live,
think, and behave in the midst all the impurities that
are around us on a daily basis. The worldly wickedness
that surrounds man’s definition of manliness has
nothing to offer us for a pure life, but it is not the
world’s responsibility to depict manly purity, it is ours!
Sean B. O’Brien
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BEING MANLY

IS BEING PURE

The other day as I was driving, I noticed a pickup truck sitting in a cornfield. A few days later I
saw a different truck sitting in a different field. This usually means one thing: deer season has started.
There are many who have already hit the woods to slay a deer with only a string and a stick (bow and
arrow). Hunting with a bow is still new to me. Last year was my first year to hunt with a bow; thanks
to a very generous church member who purchased me a bow. I practiced shooting the bow a lot behind
my house. My target consisted of a plastic flower pot that I positioned in a brush pile. I got pretty
good shooting at 20 yards. In fact, I got to were I would hit my intended target every time. I would pull
the arrow back, look through the eye hole, let my breath out slowly and release the arrow: SMACK!
Another hole in the pot. Needless to say, I became confident. I grew with excitement every day. I
knew I was going to drop a deer on opening day....Man was I wrong.
The night before opening day I laid there awake for many hours before finally dozing off. The
next day I was awake at 5:00 A.M. and sitting in my stand no later than 5:30. There was a frost on the
ground that made everything sparkle as the sun started to come through the trees. There I sat waiting.
And waiting. And waiting. No deer to be seen; or heard for that matter. I left my deer stand around
noon only to return that evening around 4:30. There I was waiting once again. Finally, the sound that
all hunters listen so desperately to hear; a twig snapped behind me. There he was, an eight point buck.
By this time the sun had started to set and the night was slowly creeping in. The buck stood 20 yards in
front of me, clueless of my presence. I drew back my bow, shaking, heart pounding, palms sweating
and knees knocking; deep breath and....release. My eyes were closed because of the action of the bow.
I open my eyes only to see the buck walking away into the woods. I had missed. My shot was too
high. But how? I had practiced over and over and over. I NEVER missed.
As I took the humble and long walk back to the truck, I quoted a passage of scripture in my mind.
The words of Paul in Romans 3:23 echoed in my mind; “For all have sinned, and come short of the
glory of God.” Paul here is using an archers term. The idea is that you and I will miss the mark that
God has given to us. The standard for mankind is the Bible; God’s Holy Word. However, because we
are human, we do “miss the mark” of God’s target.

Perhaps, when it comes to purity, we have
missed God’s target. God’s target for sexual
relations is found in marriage (Heb. 13:4). I
have met with and talked with several men who
have fallen short of that standard. Many men
today have. Scripture tells us of
a great man of God who also missed the mark.
In 2 Samuel 11 David committed adultery with
Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah. But when we
turn to Psalm 51, we then read
the penitent words of David as he cried to God
for mercy and forgiveness.
A message to those who have missed
God’s standard for purity: there is still hope.
But we must act now! When the gospel is
obeyed, all sin is then washed away (Acts 2:38).
Second, once we become a Christian, we must
continue to walk in the light and the blood of
Christ continues to cleanse us (1 John 1:7).
Two verses later we find the key to walking in
the light. 1 John 1:9 tells us, “If we confess our

sins, he is faithful and just to forgive of our sins,
and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.”
To the Christian man who has missed God’s
standard of purity, we must repent, confess the
sin to God, ask for forgiveness and purge that
sin from our lives. God’s standard for purity is
the best way. There is God’s way of purity and
there is the world’s way to impurity. But the
godly man walks in the light, and always
chooses God’s way of purity.
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where he spends time fishing and hunting.
Email davidgulledge@me.com to contact David.
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The man in the movie or the
godly man in the Bible?
So many times I’ve heard people come from a
movie saying “the guy in that movie was the
man.” They are most of the time referring to a
person that murdered several people, fornicated
with several women in the movie, lived a
rebellious life, mouth full of curse words, never
gives his life to God, and died shooting at the so
called “bad guy.” We have to ask ourselves a
question, is that guy really the man? The answer
is no- he is far from it. This generation is a
movie- made- man generation that’s been shaped
and molded by entertainment, having no true
identity and only copying what is seen on the
screen. On the contrary what are some of the
characteristics of “the godly man in the Bible?”
1. He fears and loves God (Prov 1:7, Matt
22:36-38).
2. He loves his neighbor and treats him kind
(Matt 22:39-40, 7:12).
3. He loves his enemies and prays for them
(Matt 5:43-48).

4. He is poor in spirit, tenderhearted, meek,
hungry for righteousness, merciful, pure in
heart and a peacemaker (Matt 5:1-9).
If the world turned its focus to the godly man in
the Bible we could have future generations of
men and women of God. They would know who
they are in Christ and stand for something
greater than themselves. As a Christian, I love to
watch a good movie just for enjoyment, but I
have to be careful not to indulge in the wrong
kinds of movies, because if we allow filth in,
then one day that filth will come out. Therefore,
let us strive to be the godly man in the Bible and
not the man in the movie.
Brandon Starling is 31 years old and
was baptized in March 2006. He is
married to Candice Starling and has a
one-year-old daughter name Faith and
a newborn son named Isaiah. Brandon
graduated from the Memphis School of
Preaching in January 2013.
Email starlingbrandon@yahoo.com to
contact Brandon.!

The Gentleman
Purity Toward Women
Paul wrote to young Timothy to exhort him
to “fight the good fight of faith,” and in so doing,
Paul admonishes Timothy to “be an example to the
believers in word, in conduct, in love, in spirit, in
faith, in purity” (1 Tim. 4:12). Shortly after this
admonition, Paul writes, “Do not rebuke an older
man, but exhort him as a father, younger men as
brothers, older women as mothers, younger women
as sisters, with all purity” (5:1-2). For the purpose
of this article, tune in on the word “purity.”

others. Applying “the doctrine” will help us to
avoid impurity.
Second, how do we behave toward women “with all
purity?” Treat them as family (1 Tim. 5:1-2). We
treat the older women as mothers, and the younger
as sisters. When we do such, we will not behave
“un-gentlemanlike.” The following is practical
advice regarding treating women with purity:
Avoid being alone with other women. (There are
exceptions, i.e., elderly widow, etc. Use good
judgment). You can’t be too careful here.
Be careful with hugging women. I live in an area
where hugging other women innocently is common.
However, some are not comfortable with it. A
female visitor to the assembly may really take
offense at such, so be careful. The following are tips
concerning hugging:
Be certain the other woman is ok with it; if there is
any doubt, then stick with a handshake. Avoid
putting your arms below the shoulders. Try to come
in from the side.

Of what do you think when you hear “purity?” I
most often think of being free of sexually immoral
thoughts. A pure mind does not think of women in a
sexually illicit manner. In today’s society, we are
bombarded by images of basically naked women,
and it can be challenging for men to retain pure
thoughts regarding women. Note: I have struggled
with such. It seems that many do, yet are afraid to
open up about it. We need to trust one another to
discuss our struggles, so that we can help one
another.
First, how can men keep their minds pure regarding
women? Meditate on the Word (1 Tim. 4:13-16).
After exhorting to be an example in purity, Paul
emphasizes meditating upon God’s Word. This is
key to purifying the mind (cf. Php. 4:8). Notice that
before properly addressing others, we must “take
heed to” ourselves “and to the doctrine” (1 Tim.
4:16). We attend to ourselves through “the
doctrine,” and then we are properly able to attend to

Do not linger with the hug. Note: These are general
suggestions, and there are exceptions. There may be
close female friends to the family with whom we
can share hugs which do not abide by these
suggestions. Use proper judgment, with Paul’s
admonitions in mind. Remember, treat them as you
would your family.
Avoid inappropriate comments. We should not tell
other ladies that they look “sexy.” When
commenting on appearance, again, be very careful.
Remember, treat them like family.
The Christian gentlemen will “exhort… women…
with all purity” (1 Tim. 5:1-2).
!
I have been married to
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Leadership:
Leaders Living
In Purity

I would like to say I have
always had the heart of David or
Joseph as they faced extraordinary
trials. David respected God’s
anointed (King Saul) so much that
even after being pursued for his
life he would not seek Saul’s
death out of his love for God (1
Sam 24:4-8). The word also tells
of Joseph’s love for God when a
beautiful woman, (Potiphars’
wife) tried to seduce him.
Although Joseph could have given
in with the possibility of other
men never knowing, he would not
allow himself to sin against God
(Gen 39: 7-9).
Can we have the same
love and respect for God even if
the temptations of power or sex
came knocking at our door? I
think we can but it takes a great
faith on our part- which we know
comes from the word of God
(Rom 10:17). Let us look at how
powerful the word of God is.
He spoke and the earth
became a reality, as did all the
universes (Gen 1:1-31). Not only

did He create them but set
boundaries for them, such as the
sea’s waves, law of gravity, laws
of nature and laws for man to live
by (Proverbs 8:29; Acts 17:26;
Deuteronomy 30:16). During my
working career, I was an ocularist
in one of my jobs. Naturally, I
was interested in the eye and how
it worked. I learned that the
reason
eyes
cannot
be
transplanted as other body organs
can is due to how they are made.
The eye is connected to the brain
by the optic nerve and the optic
nerve is composed of over a
million nerve fibers, finer than
human hair. The fibers carry
blood back and forth to the eye
and the brain but since they are so
small they die rather quickly, if
severed. Even if they were colorcoded, which they are not, how
would even the best surgeon
connect a million nerve fibers to a
million nerve fibers, before they
die. The answer is, he can’t but
yet this was just a small part of
God’s creation that was spoke into
existence. Hopefully, this little
lesson on the optic nerve can help

us to appreciate God’s creation.
When I learned this, the emotion
can best be described as, WOW,
that’s amazing!
Our God is an awesome
God and has given us His word
and the power of the gospel
through His Son Jesus Christ to
overcome
temptations
of
impurity. When Jesus came into
Jerusalem, riding on a donkey,
His “disciples began to rejoice
and praise God with a loud voice
for all the mighty works they had
seen, saying:
“ ‘Blessed is the
King who comes in the name of
the Lord!’ Peace in heaven and
glory in the highest!” And some
of the Pharisees called to Him
from the crowd, “Teacher, rebuke
Your disciples.” But He answered
and said to them, “I tell you that if
these should keep silent, the
stones would immediately cry
out.” (Luke 19:38-40). The word
of God is amazing and yet we
know the word of God became
flesh (John 1:14) so that we could
have life (John 1:12). Jesus truly
is worthy of all praise and glory.
Let us stay in God’s word, so that
we can have a faith like David and
Joseph to overcome the impure
temptations of power and sex that
are thrown
our way in
this life.

Tom Eudailey is a resident of Durham,
NC where he resides with his wife
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congregation. He has lived in Georgia
and Missouri and is a veteran. Email
eudaileyt@gmail.com to contact Tom.
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Many! men! are! often! unsure! about! what! type!
of! training! they! should! be! involved! in.! There! have!
been! times! where! I! have! wondered! what! the! right!
answer! to! that! question! is! for! me.! As! I! have!
continued!to!learn!about!the!body,!I!now!understand!
that!the!whole!question!is!based!on!a!faulty!premise.!
There! are! multiple! types! of! exercise! and! there! are!
benefits! to! be! found! in! each! of! them.! The! faulty!
premise! is! that! different! approaches! to! exercise! are!
mutually! exclusive.! ! A! better! question! is! not! what!
type! of! training! is! best,! but! which! type! is! the! most!
beneficial! for! me! as! an! individual! to! achieve! my!
goals.!
!
!
There!are!several!kinds!of!training,!but!these!
can!be!summed!up!into!two!broad!types:!endurance!
training! and! strength! training.! ! Most! men! tend! to!
prefer!one!or!the!other!(I!know!I!have!a!favorite),!but!
both! provide! many! health! benefits.! An! important!
consideration! to! note! is! that! most! of! these! benefits!
are!often!acute!or!short!lived.!We!need!to!participate!
regularly!in!each!type!to!ensure!we!are!maintaining!
the!benefits!of!both.!
!
!Endurance,! or! aerobic! training! consists! of! low!
intensity! exercise! maintained! over! a! long! period.!
Often! referred! to! as! “Cardio”,! endurance! training! is!
most! often! done! by! walking,! jogging,! biking! and!
swimming,! but! can! be! seen! in! other! activities! like!
hiking,! rock! climbing! light! weightlifting! and! some!
sports.! Some! of! the! most! obvious! benefits! of! this!
type!of!training!include:!!
!
• lowering!blood!pressure!
• lowering!resting!heart!rate!!
• improving!digestive!health!
• burning!fat!
!
The! second! type! is! strength,! or! anaerobic!
training.! ! In! many! ways,! it! is! the! opposite! of!
endurance! training! because! it! has! a! much! higher!
intensity! in! a! much! shorter! time! frame.! Strength!
training!offers!many!great!benefits!for!men!such!as:!!
!
• increasing!testosterone!production!
• improving!muscle!size,!tone!and!strength!
!

improving!bone!strength!
increasing!lean!body!mass!
!
Both! of! these! exercise! types! provide! unique!
benefits! the! other! does! not! or! only! minimally!
provides.! This! simple! comparison! shows! that! both!
endurance! and! strength! are! critical! to! our! physical!
bodies.!
!
!
God,! through! his! word,! tells! us! to! live! our!
physical! and! spiritual! lives! with! endurance! and!
strength.!Hebrews!10:36!tells!us!we!need!endurance!
in! order! to! do! the! will! of! God! in! this! life! so! we! may!
receive!what!is!promised!in!the!next,!and!conversely!
Luke! 21:36! encourages! us! to! pray! for! strength!
because!we!will!need!it!in!order!to!stand!in!the!face!
of! temptation.! These! are! spiritual! admonitions,! but!
He!also!wants!us!to!have!these!as!physical!attributes.!
Whether! it! is! the! endurance! Moses’! demonstrated!
for!forty!years!in!the!wilderness!prior!to!leading!the!
children! of! Israel! from! bondage! or! the! strength! of!
Samson! that! God! used! to! deliver! his! people! from!
Philistine! oppression,! God! wants! us! to! have! these!
qualities!in!our!lives.!He!wants!us!to!take!care!of!our!
souls! as! well! as! our! bodies,! because! they! are! a!
blessing!from!Him.!Both!strength!and!endurance!are!
extremely!important!in!every!aspect!of!our!lives.!
!
!
The!better!question!is!not!which!is!better,!but!
how!do!I!incorporate!both!and!enjoy!what!I!do.!A!key!
to!not!just!exercise,!but!life!in!general!is!moderation.!
Since! both! are! important,! they! should! both! be!
incorporated!in!any!training!regimen.!Those!that!are!
overweight,!have!high!blood!pressure!or!just!want!to!
have!a!healthy!heart!may!lean!toward!cardiovascular!
training.! Those! with!
low! testosterone,! weak!
muscles! and! bones,! or!
low! lean! body! mass!
may! lean! towards!
strength!
training.!
When! planning! your!
future! workouts,! vary!
your!exercises!in!order!
to! promote! the! best!
your! body! has! to! offer.
•
•

My#name#is#Ian#Quinn#and#I’m#from#Buford,#GA.#I#graduated#from#Harding#University#with#a#degree#in#Athletic#Training#in#May#of#2012;#
after#which#I#became#certified#as#both#as#an#Athletic#Trainer#(ATC)#and#a#Strength#and#Conditioning#Specialist#(CSCS).#In#July#of#2013#I#
moved#to#Spartanburg,#SC#where#I#began#medical#school#at#Edward#Via#Virginia#College#of#Osteopathic#Medicine.#I’m#not#quite#sure#
what#my#future#holds,#but#I#know#who#holds#that#plan.#I#pray#that#these#words#of#about#health#and#fitness#can#be#an#encouragement#to#
you#as#you#seek#a#life#of#sound#mind,#body#and#spirit.#Email#ianq@bellsouth.net#to#contact#Ian.#

Pure Scenes
!
!

A!mountain!stream!tumbling!over!rock!and!plunging!into!fern!shrouded!pools;!
a!lake!in!mirror8like!stillness!reflecting!the!tall!pines!on!the!bank!in!early!morning!
glow;!the!white!foam!frothed!upon!white!sandy!beaches!in!the!gloaming.!These!
images!are!part!of!what!motivates!fishermen!all!over!the!world!to!get!up!early!and!
get!tackle!ready!for!a!day!of!fishing.!What!do!these!scenes!have!in!common!(for!the!
fish!caught!are!going!to!be!very!different)?!Purity.!When!God!made!this!world,!it!was!
pure!and!good!(Genesis!1:31).!Yet,!even!when!sin!entered!the!world,!purity!is!still!
seen.!First,!God!is!pure!and!everything!that!comes!from!Him!is!such!(James!3:17).!
Second,!God’s!creation!is!still!pure!and!contains!great!treasures!(Job!38:22).!Third,!
even!after!sin,!man!can!be!pure!through!the!cleansing!blood!of!Christ!(Romans!5:9;!
Ephesians!1:7;!Colossians!1:14;!1!John!1:789).!Sinful!men!can!regain!their!child8like!
purity!because!of!the!pure!mercies!of!God,!which!are!new!every!morning!
(Lamentations!3:22,23).!Therefore,!hope!is!found!in!the!man!of!God’s!tackle!box.!
!
God!made!man!to!have!dominion!over!all!the!earth!(Genesis!1:28).!It!is!good!
that!man!uses!plant!and!animal!life!to!sustain!his!own.!That!is!how!God!made!it.!Not!
to!abuse,!but!to!be!responsible!and!enjoy!God’s!creation!and!order.!How!is!there!
assurance!the!things!of!this!earth!will!be!available!to!future!generations?!Men!must!
take!the!time!to!recognize!purity!and!be!thankful!for!reminders!in!nature!that!purity!
can!be!achieved.!Not!only!should!man!value!human!life,!man!should!value!all!of!
God’s!creation.!!
!
While!the!fisherman!goes!to!God’s!Creation!to!be!reminded!of!purity,!the!fisher!
of!men!must!put!on!protective!waders!and!enter!the!dark,!murky,!ugly!slop!of!the!
world!to!find!souls!searching!for!truth!wanting!to!become!pure.!What!is!the!lure!
used!by!the!fisher!of!men?!1.!The!cross.!Jesus!said,!“And!I,!if!I!be!lifted!up!from!the!
earth,!will!draw!all!men!unto!me”!(John!12:32).!2.!The!gospel.!The!Apostle!Paul!
wrote,!“Whereunto!he!called!you!by!our!gospel,!to!the!obtaining!of!the!glory!of!our!
Lord!Jesus!Christ”!(2!Thessalonians!2:14).!3.!The!peace!of!God.!“And!let!the!peace!of!
God!rule!in!your!hearts,!to!the!which!also!ye!are!called!in!one!body;!and!be!ye!
thankful”!(Colossians!3:15).!What!purity!of!care,!wisdom,!and!hope!for!man!!All!
provided!by!the!God!of!peace!who!sets!the!standard!of!purity.!
!
!
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The!Deceit!of!Impurity!

!
There!are!so!many!things!in!our!world!that!are!not!what!they!appear!to!be.!!Politicians!thought!to!
be!honorable!are!instead!seen!to!be!less!than!honest!and!often!times!grossly!immoral.!!!Friends!
we! think! we! know! demonstrate! behavior! that! we! never! expected.! ! Fellow! Christians! that! we!
believe! to! be! faithful! show! us! otherwise! by! unfaithful! behavior! that! is! shocking.! ! These!
deceptions!are!hurtful!to!individuals,!relationships,!and!our!culture.!!Impurity!also!has!a!façade.!!
It!tries!to!pass!itself!off!as!a!need!for!a!better!life.!!Yet,!in!the!end!it!destroys!the!people!that!it!
deceives!physically,!emotionally,!and!spiritually.!!Lets!consider!some!types!of!immorality!in!our!
society!and!how!they!deceive!people!to!their!detriment.!
!
Pornography!is!an!immorality!that!has!the!ability!to!destroy!marriages!and!the!way!that!a!person!
views!every!aspect!of!relationships.!!When!an!individual!views!pornography!they!see!images!that!
are! not! natural.! ! Through! cosmetics,! prosthesis’s,! and! photographic! alteration,! the! women! and!
men!in!those!videos!and!pictures!are!made!to!look!ways!that!are!not!the!norm.!!!Men!expect!their!
wives!to!be!like!the!images!they!have!seen!in!pornography!and!that!is!an!unrealistic!expectation.!!
The! mind! of! a! spouse! that! views! pornography! is! corrupted! into! desiring! that! which! cannot! be!
fulfilled.! ! All! such! relationships! fail! because! they! are! based! on! fantasy! instead! of! real!
characteristics! that! last.! ! Pornography! is! one! of! the! most! destructive! forces! to! the! family! that!
exists!in!our!world!today.!!!
!
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Too# many# people# have# attempted# to# excuse#
themselves# by# saying# that# this# is# something#
that# hurts# only# them.# # Yet,# this# is# just# another#
deception# brought# on# by# this# heinous# form# of#
immorality.# # # Considering# the# realities#
established# above,# this# idea# is# obviously# false.##
In# addition,# the# people# that# view# these# things#
create# a# market# demand# for# it.# # This# demand#
causes# evil# people# to# seduce# young# men# and#
women# to# participate# in# these# evil# deeds# so#
that# others# can# watch.# # Participating# in#
pornography,#even#by#just#viewing,#brings#evil#
to# so# many# lives.# # Paul# told# the# Romans# that#
people#who#give#approval#to#such#unrighteous#
activities# as# pornography# by# participation# are#
worthy# of# death# according# to# the# will# of# God#
(Romans#1:28H32).###
#
Lust,# promiscuous# sex,# alcohol,# drugs,# and#
homosexuality# are# promoted# as# glorious# and#
normal#in#almost#every#area#of#our#culture.##Yet,#
the# television# programs# and# commercials# do#
not# show# the# evil# and# ugly# of# these# things.##
They# fail# to# reveal# the# heinous# nature# and#
depraved# activities# of# the# homosexual#
community.##Commercials#advocating#drinking#
#

alcohol# never# show# the# beaten# family#
members,#raped#women,#and#the#dead#families#
in# their# destroyed# cars.# # The# efforts# to# make#
promiscuous#sex#healthy#or#normal#never#talk#
about# the# emotional# damage# done# to# young#
ladies#and#the#destructive#habits#to#young#men#
that#such#activities#cause.##The#art#of#deception#
is# always# to# portray# something# as# good# or#
needful#while#hiding#the#bad.##These#lies#come#
from# the# devil# who# is# the# father# of# lies# (John#
8:44).###
#
As# Christian# men,# we# must# be# examples# and#
promoters# of# purity# to# all# those# around# us.##
Such#purity#will#make#us#bright#lights#in#a#dark#
world# of# immorality.# # That# light# we# shine# will#
show# people# what# God# desires# for# their# lives.##
Purity# will# also# enable# us# to# live# a# more#
peaceable# and# joyful# life# because# we# are# not#
deceived#into#being#a#part#of#those#things#that#
inevitably#bring#heartache#and#difficulty#to#our#
lives.##May#Christian#men#pray#as#David#did,#for#
God# to# create# in# them# a# pure# heart# (Psalm#
51:10)#and#after#praying#such,#may#those#same#
Christian# men# exercise# selfHcontrol# and#
diligence#to#demonstrate#that#purity#in#action.

Frederick Law Olmsted and Design

In Erik Larson’s book The Devil in the
White City, a carefully researched account is given

Man seems to have been created with the
inclination to take pride in his work. When a task
has been completed, he looks over the product of
the sweat of his brow
with

a

tremendous

sense of purpose and
accomplishment.
When
initial
out
feels happily satisfied.

he

sees

design
as

his

carried

planned,

No doubt this is an

invariably in men who have sought to accomplish
One example is the work of

architect,

Frederick

Law

Olmsted

(1822-1903). Many US city parks are the products
of his work, the most well known being New York’s
Central park. When reading about his principles of
design, it becomes evident how much attention
was given to detail.

As a visitor to one of his

parks, one would in essence be walking through a
beautiful painting; with a careful blend of colors,
shades, and light!

account, Olmsted is shown as being concerned
with the fate of his compositions. There was a
continuing trend that after each project was
completed

the

cities

would

make

changes;

planting trees, adding tennis courts etc.. How
frustrated he must have been to see his work
being modified in complete disregard to his design!
As time marches on, man will continue to
work and take pride in the results. He will also
continue to design and coordinate only to see

Throughout history, this trait has surfaced

landscape

Columbian Exposition in 1893. At one point in the

he

attribute instilled in man from his Creator.

great things.

of Olmsted’s work on the Chicago World’s

those plans be disregarded. It would do well to
remember that these traits were endowed to him
by his Creator who has an all-important plan of His
own.

What will man do with His design for

mankind?
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Youthful Purity
“Flee also youthful lusts; but pursue

games implanting into young people’s heads that

righteousness, faith, love, peace with those who

these

sinful

activities

are

fine

and

even

call on the Lord out of a pure heart.” (2 Timothy

acceptable, their born innocence and purity will

2:22). Purity is an interesting term that seems to

be perverted or erased entirely.

have lost much of its significance in today’s
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society. For years we have been slowly
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sinful thoughts and activities that society says is
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okay to participate in. “Finally, brethren,

treated as a common thing. Being a young man of

whatever

eighteen, it’s hard for me to watch an attractive

things are noble,

young lady and not be tempted to think impure

whatever

thoughts. Such temptations become a problem

things are lovely, whatever things are of good

when I yield to them and begin to meditate on

report, if there is any virtue and if there

ungodly things.

is anything
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taught

that

marriage
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true,
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things are just,
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praiseworthy—meditate

whatever

on
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Society today illustrates to us through TV,

things. The things which you learned and

music, video games, etc… that continues to

received and heard and saw in me, these do, and

bombard young people with sinful ideas that

the God of peace will be with you.” (Philippians

stays in their minds and festers into something

4:8-9). Paul here informs the Philippians what to

that will ruin their lives forever if not snuffed out

focus on specifically, ‘whatever things are pure’

quickly.

homosexually,

because we know all things which are pure stem

fornication, among other things are common

from God himself. So if we wish to be real men

place and should be accepted. The music that

in our society, men that will make a difference,

surrounds us implants in young people’s minds

we will be godly men that uphold God’s

that the things that matter in this world are: sex,

commandments and strive to shed His light

money, cars, women, etc… the list goes on!

throughout the world.

TV

displays

that

When I head over to Walmart or GameStop I
seem to see more and more video games with the
“M” rating for many atrocities such as; drinking,
drugs, bad language, nudity, and brief scenes of
sexuality. With these shows, music, and video
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Does Purity%=%MASCULINITY?%
There%are%so%many%lessons%to%be%gleaned%from%the%wonderful%world%of%sports.%Whether%that%lesson%be%the%
rewards%of%hard%work%and%preparation,%to%the%ability%to%persevere%through%adversity,%to%the%maturity%to%handle%a%
loss,%these%games%that%we%watch%or%play%are%constantly%teaching%us.%My%goal%in%this%column%will%be%to%share%not%only%
my%love%for%sports,%but%the%lessons%that%sports%have%taught%and%continue%to%teach%me%to%this%day.%%
Purity.%Not%a%word%that%our%society%typically%associates%with%masculinity.%When%was%the%last%time%you%
switched%on%a%TV%show,%a%movie,%a%song,%etc.%and%heard%purity%being%connected%to%masculinity?%I%submit%that%if%you%
only%get%your%entertainment%from%the%mainstream%options,%you%will%never%hear%these%two%words%in%connection%with%
one%another.%This%phenomenon%also%manifests%itself%in%the%world%of%sports.%%

In%my%last%column%we%discussed%the%idea%of%resisting%the%urge%to%let%professional%athletes%become%too%much%
of%an%influence%on%our%daily%lives.%While%we%could%point%to%many%examples%of%athletes%failing%to%live%a%pure,%Godly%life,%one%jumps%
out%at%me%in%particular.%Tiger%Woods%has%become%the%poster%boy%for%professional%athletes%that%spend%as%much%time%practicing%
infidelity%as%they%do%their%sport.%While%he%is%by%no%means%alone%in%the%sin%that%he%has%committed%(1%Cor.%6:18,%1%Thess.%4:3M5,%1%
Cor.%6:9M10),%his%great%fall%puts%him%in%the%forefront%of%our%minds%when%thinking%of%athletes%living%an%impure%lifestyle.%We%know%
that%he%had%many%mistresses%(some%of%the%articles%I%have%read%have%put%the%number%as%high%as%14%different%women).%
Reprehensible,%indeed.%%
On%the%flipside,%we%see%two%examples%of%athletes%who%have%publicly%shared%their%decision%to%keep%themselves%pure.%Tim%
Tebow%seems%to%be%the%man%that%people%love%to%hate.%In%an%interview%in%2009%on%an%SEC%Media%Day,%Tebow%was%questioned%
about%his%virginity.%He%had%made%it%clear%up%to%this%point%that%he%was%a%very%religious%young%man,%so%the%question%was%not%
completely%out%of%left%field.%After%answering%that%yes%he%would%be%saving%himself%for%marriage,%he%commented%that%the%reporter%
who%asked%the%question%seemed%to%be%stunned%by%his%response.%Tim%Tebow%said,%“I%was%ready%for%that%question,%but%I%don’t%think%
y’all%were.”%Many%times%he%has%been%derided%by%fellow%athletes,%celebrities,%and%journalists%for%his%commendable%decision.%
Likewise,%Lolo%Jones,%a%US%Olympic%athlete,%made%public%the%fact%that%she%was%also%saving%herself%for%marriage,%before%the%2012%
Olympic%Games.%Both%of%these%athletes%have%faced%scrutiny,%ridicule,%and%have%even%been%accused%of%being%disingenuous.%These%
two%are%often%portrayed%in%the%media%as%fame%hungry.%Has%impurity%really%become%that%commonplace%that%our%first%reaction%is%
suspicion%if%athletes%claim%to%be%saving%themselves%for%marriage?%
Jesus%warned%us%of%the%reaction%we%would%receive%from%this%world%if%we%publicly%strove%to%follow%Him.%In%John%15:18M19%
Jesus%says,%“If%the%world%hates%you,%you%know%that%it%hated%Me%before%it%hated%you.%If%you%were%of%the%world,%the%world%would%
love%its%own.%Yet%because%you%are%not%of%the%world,%but%I%chose%you%out%of%the%world,%therefore%the%world%hates%you.”%We%see%this%
statement%by%Jesus%played%out%in%the%cases%of%Tim%Tebow%and%Lolo%Jones.%These%two%publicly%reject%society’s%expectations%of%
them%to%participate%in%sexual%immorality,%and%we%see%the%world%spitting%vitriol%at%them%in%response.%We,%as%Christian%men,%need%
to%make%sure%that%we%realign%our%idea%of%masculinity%to%fit%the%scriptures.%Masculinity%should%
correlate%with%a%man’s%decision%to%resist%the%devil%as%James%tells%us%to%do%in%James%4:7.%Not%
only%must%we%realign%the%way%we%think%of%masculinity,%we%must%make%sure%that%we%are%living%
our%lives%in%such%a%way%that%will%make%this%apparent.%Let%us%all%show%those%around%us%the%true%
way%to%be%a%man%of%God%by%remaining%pure.%As%Jesus%said%in%Matthew%5:8,%“Blessed%are%the%
pure%in%heart,%for%they%shall%see%God.”%
%
%

Chase&Burnette&played&college&baseball&at&Georgia&Tech&before&being&drafted&and&
playing&2&years&of&professional&baseball&in&the&Cleveland&Indians&organization.&He&
now&works&at&his&family’s&business&selling&insurance.&He&lives&in&Suwanee,&GA&with&
his&wife&and&daughter,&and&attends&the&Chestnut&Drive&Church&of&Christ.&
%
Email&jchaseburnette@gmail.com&to&contact&Chase.&

The Family Man – Being a Real
Father Means Being a Godly Father:
Through Setting Expectations

Andy works as the deacon over
the adult education program with
his local congregation in Cary,
NC. He is also currently pursuing
a Master's degree in New
Testament at Freed-Hardeman
University. He and his wife,
Leslie, have four children.

In#the#last#article,#we#discussed#the#steps#we#needed#to#take#to#get#to#
“know”#our#children.#In#this#article,#we#are#going#to#discuss#how#we#can#
allow#our#children#to#“know”#us.#That#may#sound#a#little#strange,#but#our#
Father#in#heaven#knew#this#to#be#true.#We#are#told#in#the#Scriptures#that#
the#only#way#a#man#can#know#the#thoughts#of#another#man#is#if#they#are#
revealed#(1#Cor.#2:10G11).#Setting#expectations#is#a#way#for#us#to#reveal#
our#minds#to#our#children.##

When#we#use#the#phrase#“setting#expectations”#many#of#you#will#think,#
“I#do#that#all#the#time.#I#tell#Sally#that#she#needs#to#get#all#A’s#on#her#
report#card.#I#tell#John#that#he#better#not#let#soccer#interfere#with#his#
school#work.”#There#is#nothing#wrong#with#these#expectations,#but#these#
expectations#do#not#necessarily#reveal#your#mind#to#your#child.##A#more#
revealing#expectation#statement#would#be,#“John,#your#academic#
Email
andy.waters2004@gmail.com
achievements#are#important#to#me#and#they#should#be#for#you#as#well.#A#
to contact Andy.
strong#academic#record#is#critical#for#your#future.#Because#of#this,#soccer#
cannot#interfere#with#the#successful#completion#of#your#school#work.”#This#statement#explains#
feelings,#motives,#and#desires.#When#we#provide#expectation#statements#like#this#one,#our#children#
have#an#opportunity#to#“know”#our#minds.##
Tips%for%communicating%expectations:%
1) Express%the%reason%for%your%expectation#–#doing#this#will#help#the#child#to#know#more#about#
you#
2) Be%honest#–#there#are#some#things#that#we#expect#or#desire#because#they#are#important#to#us#
only.#It#is#ok#to#set#an#expectation#that#is#“your”#standard,#but#be#honest.##
3) Be%firm#–#when#expectations#are#not#met,#follow#through#with#consequences.#This#will#teach#
the#child#that#consequences#are#the#result#of#any#action.##
It#is#worth#noting#that#these#types#of#conversations#will#most#likely#occur#with#children#who#are#in#
their#early#adolescent#years,#but#taking#the#time#to#reveal#your#mind#to#your#children#is#important#at#
any#age.#Most#importantly#we#should#remember#our#purpose#is#to#become#more#like#our#heavenly#
Father,#who#is#perfect#in#every#way.#We#do#that#through#“knowing”#our#children#and#by#allowing#our#
children#to#“know”#us#and#our#expectations.#

Phillips OR
Flathead
Today’s world is advancing at a mind boggling rate. Bridges are
becoming longer, buildings taller, lights brighter, and computers
faster. I am reminded of a time that my grandpa told me a story. The
story was about when he and my grandma were first married. He
said, “I only had two screwdrivers. One was a Phillips and the other
a Flathead. I always knew where they were because I always stored
them in a tool box in my trunk. There was not a screw that I could
not either loosen or tighten with those two screwdrivers.” Stories
like this take ones mind back to a simpler time, when men fixed their
own cars, repaired their own homes, earned their wages by the sweat
of their brow, and two screwdrivers were all you needed.

Caleb Jacobs is a 2011
graduate of the
Memphis School of
Preaching. He and his
wife Emily have two
sons. They currently
labor with the Eagleville
church of Christ in north
western Missouri.

Today a person has to have a whole arsenal of tools in order to
complete the simplest of repairs. There are #1 Phillips, #2 Phillips,
#3 Philips, Flatheads, Torx, Hexhead, Metric, Standard, and the list
could go on. All of these are different types of heads that are found
on a variety of screws today. The point is, if you try to use the wrong
Email
tool for the job, you may end up causing a bigger problem. Using the
jcjacobs03@gmail.com
wrong tool for the job can damage the screwdriver, the screw, or
to contact Caleb. !
both. If this were to occur there is a possibility to destroy your
project beyond repair. It takes knowledge, patience and the right tool
for the situation to complete the job in a proper manner. Just by using a #1 Phillips screwdriver
in a #2 screw head, damage will occur to the screw head making your task even harder.
The same can be said when trying to resolve certain situations. One must have the proper
knowledge and the proper tools to deal with situations at hand. Solomon emphasized that there
is a time for everything (Ecc. 3:1-10). One does not attempt to fix an oven while HOT or a light
switch while ENERGIZED. Jesus taught the importance of meekness (Mat. 5:5; 11:29), yet the
Bible records Him being angry enough to overturn the money changer’s tables (Mat. 21:12-13).
The key is that Jesus knew what tool to use and when to use it. This is an art we all must master.
We must know what to say, when to say it, where to say it, and how to say it. A situation can
either be repaired or hindered based on our ability to use the proper tools, at the proper times, in
the proper manner. It should be every Christian's prayer, “that they might have the wisdom,
ability, and courage to use the right tool for the right job.”
By: Caleb Jacobs

Bigger

Is Cheaper

So, it s Saturday afternoon and you are sitting in your recliner watching College basketball
wishing that you could trade in that 32 TV for the latest 60 that you saw at the local box store
downtown. In fact, with the Presidents Day deals that are out there, maybe you have thought
about getting to the store or shopping the online marketplace to see if you can get that same set
and save $100.
For those of you who fit this description, I have a suggestion for you. Get a projector. Buy a
screen. What s better than 60 ? How about 120 ? Wait a minute, that s just for the rich right? I
can t possibly afford that! You are out of your mind!
Now before you turn the page, I want you to think with me for just a minute. Let s think about
price. That 60 TV you have been drooling over has a price tag on average of $1500. That

equates to about $25 per inch. That s not bad considering all the high-definition goodness that it
brings. Most would be happy with that set and proudly show it off to all of their buddies. Surely a
full home theater setup could never compare to that measly $25 per inch right?
Well, let s not assume anything just yet. Let me introduce you to the Epson 8350. This puppy
can project a picture up to 300 , is full HD 1080P resolution, can handle some ambient light
within a room and still have accurate colors and the blacks stay true and not washed out. The
best part of this beauty? It will set you back only $1200! Add a nice screen and you are looking
at roughly the same price as that 60 inch. And let s be honest, 120 will always be double the
fun as 60 . So now with a 120 screen and the Epson 8350 you are looking at a price of $12.50
per inch. Now that s a selling point any man can sell to the little lady!
Granted the Epson 8350 has been around for
a while. It s actually a model that originally
came out in 2011, but there is a reason why
Epson keeps it around. It is awesome! It is
missing many bells and whistles like internet
connectivity, 3-D, etc. But come on! 120
trumps those anytime!!
This projector is sharp and bright and gives a
beautiful 1080p full resolution HD picture. It is
easy to setup as it has vertical and horizontal
manual lens shift. This means you don t have
to waste time doing Algebra in order to decide
where to put it in relation to the screen. You can pull it out of a closet and slap it on the coffee
table right before the game and be ready to go in minutes.
Now we will have to count the cost of ownership. Here we go, you say! What s the catch? All
projectors run on bulbs which have to be replaced. The Epson bulb has a very long lifespan,
however, being rated at 4000 hours. That is roughly 20 hours a week for three years. That s a
lot of TV time! To replace the bulb will run you $200-$300. Before you balk at that, let s think
together about this. In 3 years time, that $1500 60 will still look good, but TV s today are more
like computers. Every year a new model comes out that is sleeker and has more bells and
whistles. New features like 3D begin to call us back to the store. So in three years time the
upgrade bug will probably bite. Now I don t know about you but I would
rather spend $300 than another $1500. But wait, you say, the Epson
is missing those features. Well to that I say this: 120 trumps any new
feature a 60 TV can bring to the table!
So before the March Madness games start, before the Final Four
comes around, get out there and find your inner theater. You won t
regret it!
Mike Peters is a 2012 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching. He is currently the
minister of the Pottsville Church of Christ in Hickory, KY. He is married to Ieva Peters and
they have two children, Elizabeth, age 11, and Vikie, age 8. Email mrp4dvd@gmail.com to
contact Mike.

By Steven Ford
James 1:27 "Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless and the widows in their
affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from the world."
Considering the theme of "Purity," it means to be free of contaminant, and that which may otherwise defile. That includes
drugs, alcohol, pornography, and any other sort of sin.
Is it reasonable to think that a person can remain pure or "unspotted" from the world? It can seem like there is no escape
from the constant bombardment of immorality and impurity in this world. One might compare it to a man trying to stay
clean while in a white suit, running down a dirt road, in the rain.
However, the Bible not only indicates that it is possible (James 1:27), but required in order to be acceptable to the Lord
(Ephesians 5:25-27).
Although the following comparison is not an exact parallel, principally it has merit. Living a life free from spiritual
impurity can be likened to a life free of dietary impurity. Consider the chart and for comparison. Following the spiritual
detox methods carefully can lead to a spiritually pure life.
FREEDOM FROM
DIETARY IMPURITY

FREEDOM FROM
SPIRITUAL IMPURITY

SCRIPTURAL REFERENCE FOR
SPIRITUL APPLICATION

DECIDE

The first and most
important step takes place
in the mind: "Decide to live
a healthier life."

The first and most important
step takes place in the mind:
"Decide to live a better life."

DETOX

Remove over indulgence of
junk food from diet and
stay away from the places
where it is found.
Replace the junk food with
healthy choices like fruits
and vegetables.

Remove all spiritually impure
stimuli and avoid the
things/areas where they are
found.
Replace the "junk" with
spiritually sound (healthy)
material.

"And be not conformed to this
world: but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that ye may
prove what is that good, and
acceptable, and perfect, will of
God" (Romans 12:2).
"Abstain from all appearance of evil"
(1 Thessalonians 5:22).

Make the healthy choice: a
lifestyle instead of a
temporary fix.

Make the spiritually pure
choice your lifestyle and not a
temporary fix.

SUBSTITUTE

MAINTAIN

"Wherefore lay apart all filthiness and
superfluity of naughtiness, and
receive with meekness the engrafted
word, which is able to save your souls
(James 1:21).
Finally, brethren, whatsoever things
are true...honest...just...pure... lovely...
of good report...virtue...and ... any
praise, think on these things. Those
things, which ye have both learned,
and received, and heard, and seen in
me, do:and the God of peace shall be
with you" (Philippians 4:8-9).

Native of Detroit, Michigan and 2013 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching, Steven
currently serves the Highway church of Christ in Benton, Arkansas. He and his wife Carlisa
were married in 2006 and have two wonderful daughters, Savannah and Summer.
Email stevenwford@ymail.com to contact Steven.

The Cook
Growing up in the south, we have a tradition of going to our relatives’ houses and each family
member bringing their favorite dishes to the table. If your family is anything like mine, it
becomes a subtle competition, usually by the men. My competition is my oldest brother, John,
so I want to give you quick easy dishes to share with your family and I’ll start with John’s
‘secret’ Nacho cheese dip.
To start out, you will need a block of Velveeta cheese and two cans of Rotel. Put the cheese
and the Rotel in a microwave safe bowl and place in the microwave. There is no real trick to
melting the cheese, just heat it 30 seconds at a time and watch it. Cook off 1 pound of
breakfast sausage, drain the grease and add to the dip. You can use any of your favorite
chips with this dip.
Another dish you can easily whip up is with one pound of fresh spinach cooked down (it will
turn dark green), then add parmesan cheese and mango salsa.
A quick, yet fancy and very delicious dish is skillet Barbecue shrimp. Heat your skillet on
medium and warm up 1/2 a cup of olive oil. Add a stick of real butter and chopped onions into
the skillet. Take two pounds of clean and deveined shrimp with tails on and add them to the
skillet. Cook the shrimp for five minutes and add your favorite barbecue sauce. Let it sauté for
another five minutes and you’re ready to serve. It’s also wonderful over mashed potatoes.
Here’s another dish you can try. Take 1 pound kielbasa sausage, cook in a 350 degree oven
for 30 minutes. After the sausage is done, slice sausage, 1 to 1 and 1/2 inches thick, place it
on serving tray along with banana peppers and assorted cubes of cheese (such as pepper
jack and cheddar) and pickle spears- sprinkle with Cajun seasoning and you're done.
The last quick dish you can do is something I call Easy Meatballs. Buy a two pound bag of
frozen meatballs and put them in a crockpot on low heat. Add one small jar of grape jelly and
one bottle of Heinz 57 sauce, allow to cook for two hours. Once the meatballs are done (make
sure they are thoroughly), put them in a serving bowl and enjoy.
Remember, spending time with your family is a relaxing time, that’s
why I have given you these delicious and low stress recipes to
share with those around you.
My name is Tony M. DeBerry Sr. I am 49 years old and married for
19 years to the former Terri Wilks. We have five children, Zoe,
Tony Jr., Theodore III, Lorraine and Laila. I serve as the assistant
minister and an elder at the Coleman Ave Church of Christ in
Memphis, TN.
Email zoedeberry@yahoo.com to contact Tony.
!

Financial

Suicide
Our nation in its very culture
does not understand how to deal with
many of the emotional problems that
face us in this life. Our country has
become a society tied to money. One
spends money when he or she is
happy, sad, depressed, stressed,
etc…. Somewhere along the way
Americans have developed the belief
that
money
and
wealth
is
everything. That it can buy a person’s
happiness. However, the fact is:
money is only a mask. It gives one the
power to purchase items that may
raise certain emotions such as a
happy feeling, but the next day the
feeling returns with the added feeling
of frustration and buyer’s remorse.

It was a few months ago that I came
up with the concept of financial
suicide. It was really an untested
theory, and I had no desire to test
it. The concept was that one who
could not deal with his or her emotions
would revert to spending in the hopes
of a turn around. He or she would
never truly correct the emotion,
continuing to spend money to reach
satisfaction for a small amount of
time. Only turning to the things that
brings him or her happiness, and not
dealing with the pain that is deep
within. And then it happens. The well
dries up and the funds are gone, and
the pain is still in the present. In fact,
more stress is added to the situation
because of the ruined financial
condition he or she is in. It is at this
point the person gives up (anywhere
from paying bills to taking his or her
life).
It was not that long ago that I learned
that an acquaintance of mine made an
attempt to take his life. He had been
struggling with depression the past
few years and in an attempt to stop
the pain, he spent money. He bought
new cars, motorcycles, electronics,
and different items that had no staying
value. He went to the casino and lost
large sums of his lifesavings looking
for just one moment of happiness that
would last. It never came and he kept
spending. Then the money ran
out. Out of funds and completely
embarrassed, he decided it was time
to give up. He did not have the feeling
of giving up until what he perceived to

bring happiness was gone. He tried to
end his life. I will never forget what he
said, “it was not who I was. I had
always had a good grasp of my
finances, but now it is all gone.” He
then said, “I felt so bad that I did not
know how else to fix the way I felt.”
The dependence of money to bring
one happiness is dynamite waiting to
blow. Solomon said it best,
“I made great works. I built houses
and planted vineyards for myself. I
made myself gardens and parks, and
planted in them all kinds of fruit
trees. I made myself pools from which
to water the forest of growing trees. I
bought male and female slaves, and
had slaves who were born in my
house. I had also great possessions
of herds and flocks, more than any
who had been before me in
Jerusalem. I also gathered for myself
silver and gold and the treasure of
kings and provinces. I got singers,
both men and women, and many
concubines, the delight of the children
of man. So I became great and
surpassed all who were before me in

Jerusalem. Also my wisdom remained
with me. And whatever my eyes
desired I did not keep from them. I
kept my heart from no pleasure, for my
heart found pleasure in all my
toil. Then I considered all that my
hands had done and the toil I had
expended in doing it, and behold, all
was vanity and a striving after wind,
and there was to be gained under the
sun.” Ecclesiastes 2:4-11.
From this biblical passage one
could assume that Solomon in all of
his wealth could not find true
happiness. He could not buy or obtain
it. Happiness is more than an outward
appearance. It is both inward and
outward. Yes, it is material and
physical, but it is also spiritual. Money
and wealth will not bring one
happiness because it only satisfies the
outward man. It does not satisfy the
inward man. True happiness comes
when one is whole, when one is
spiritually filled with God’s Word. The
dependence and trusting only in
money, lead my acquaintance to
commit financial suicide. Please do
not let this be the case for you.
William&Tingle&who&is&originally&from&

!Philadelphia,&MS&now&resides&in&the&

Memphis,&TN&area.&&He&has&held&
banking&positions&in&both&the&public&
and&private&sector.&&He&is&a&graduate&
of&the&University&of&Mississippi&
majoring&in&banking&and&finance&and&
minoring&in&insurance&and&risk&
management,&and&in&2011&he&
received&a&Masters&of&Business&
Administration&from&FreedI
Hardeman&University.&&&&&&&
&
Email&william.tingle@ymail.com&to&
contact&William.&
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Folding a tie

Men of Wisdom
A Challenge from Proverbs
Protect Your Mind.
Proverbs 4:23

!

!
!

Have you noticed all the various
groups, people and ideas that are
competing for space in y0ur mind? All
types of media are competing for your
attention. These distractions will steal
valuable time and retard the mental and
moral growth that God wants for all
men.
“Above all that you guard, watch
over your heart, for out of it are sources
of life.” Proverbs 4:23
Final Advice
As men we must secure our minds so
that we will be fit to lead Gods people
and be a light and example to lost and
dying world. Protect your mind don’t let
it become Satan's dumping ground.

Deltom Lequernaqué, a 2012 MSOP
graduate, was born in Peru. He was
the 5th son out of 6 children, son of
Juan Lequernaqué whom recently
passed away and Mrs. Paula
Solórzano. Married to Summer
Lequernaqué (Gill). Works for the
Stuart church of Christ in Stuart, FL.
As Associate Minister.
Email xdeltomx@gmail.com to
contact Deltom

John J. DeBerry, Jr. is a graduate
of the Univeristy of Memphis and
Freed-Hardeman University and
has preached since 1968. He
worked with the Parkway Village
church of Christ for 28 years and is
currently working with the
Coleman Avenue church of Christ
in Memphis. He has been the
Tennessee State Representative of
House District 90 since 1995.
President of John J. DeBerry and
Associates, he has twenty-five
years of experience as a marketing,
advertising and public relations executive. He is married to his
wife Georgia and they have two daughters, Chevida and
Victoria.
Email liz.leonard@capitol.tn.gov to contact John.
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Thank!You!
For!Reading!!
!
To!God!Be!!
The!Glory!!
!
The!Churches!Of!!
Christ!Salute!You!!
(Romans!16:16)!

